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IF CAREER IS YOUR FOCUS, 
DCSMAT SHOULD BE YOUR 
DESTINATION

Learn with



M

MBA
Program

Learn about financial analysis, 
investment methods, and strategies 
that are essential for making wise 
decisions in the corporate world.

FINANCE 

Develop your knowledge of 
personnel management and make 
use of powerful workforce tactics.

HUMAN RESOURCE

Learn about the principles of 
strategic management and operation-
al efficiency, which are essential for 

the success of every firm.

MARKETING

Develop persuasive marketing plans 
by studying consumer behavior, 
industry trends, and cutting-edge 

advertising methods. 

OPERATIONS
MANAGEMENT

Examine how cutting-edge technolo-
gies can be incorporated into 

corporate structures.

SYSTEMS

Become an expert in supply chain 
management and logistics, and learn 
how to optimize logistics for smooth 

operations.

LOGISTICS AND SUPPLY 
CHAIN MANAGEMENT

As one of the premium management institutes of the country, DCSMAT boasts of an eminent 
and extremely competent faculty with remarkable industry experience. This proficient battalion, 
featuring IIM trained professionals, follow and interpret the fast changing trends of the industry 

and empower students to deliver better performance in a highly challenging career.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS



STUDENT- CENTRIC PRISM

STUDENT ECOSYSTEM
AT DCSMAT

In this student-centric prism, the student stands at the core, surrounded by integral facets 
shaping their educational journey. This interconnected prism showcases how a student's growth 

and impact stem from a blend of personal drive, external support, practical application, and 
relevance to the broader society.

Proximity and 
exposure to top 

companies

Paid 
internships

Live projects

Student 
publications

International 
Student exchange

program

Social Connect

MITRA

TMA , IEDC

IIC

SOP

ICTAK

Case study

TM, KLF  

Results, CGPC

Linkedin learning

Active Alumni
Network

Industry Connect 

Self paced
learning

Academic
Excellence

One to One
mentoring

Innovative
Pedagogy

Industry certified
Addons

Beyond 
Curriculum

Live Internships
and projects
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DC School of
Management and Technology

Trivandrum
info@dcsmat.net
www.dcschool.net

FOR ADMISSIONS

+91 99461 00343
+91 98468 69231

Scan for website

LIFE AT  

RADIO DC
90.04

Kerala’s first private FM
community radio station
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INDICATIVE TOP RECRUITERS


